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Dear Friends,

BITS OF LIGHT 2020

never before have we looked back on a year such as this one. 2020 was
a year of challenges, one where together we faced the unexpected and
had to find ways of dealing with new circumstances. Although this year
made inspiration hard to come by and there were few reasons to rejoice
in beauty, we still kept to our mission. We have managed to create and
install a great number of beautiful lighting installations across the world.
And it would not have been possible without your support and ideas.
In the United States, we managed to light up projects from West to  East,
whether it was in the mingling of glass and metal in the Fairmont
San José Hotel, the Peak Restaurant of the greatest development
in  the  USA  – Hudson Yard – or the Four Seasons Chicago.
In order for us to bring beauty directly to your homes, we’ve also
decided to create a wholly new category of product – LASVIT
ICONS. We offer a selection of five iconic designs which we provide
in  a few  ready-to-order standardizations.
Beside lighting, LASVIT has also made a splash in the field of glass for
architecture. Our company headquarters in Czech Republic received one
of the greatest prizes in the architectural field – the Dezeen Award 2020
for Business Building of the Year.
It was a difficult year, and more than ever before I would like to say:
Thank you. Together we managed to keep inspiring the world and never
stopped searching for the beauty of glass, whether it is in a grain of sand
or a simple leaf of a tree.
I wish you a pleasant year full of inspiration and bright tomorrows.
Pavel Koudelka
———
General Manager Americas

Designed by Lasvit / Yabu Pushelberg

Fairmont San JOSÉ

Designed by LASVIT / Rockwell Group

Lasvit Projects

Can you imagine a metal net so delicately
wrought it evokes a sense of  ephemeral
lightness? The lobby lounge of Fairmont
Hotel San José has just such a piece –
composed out of almost three hundred
components of crystal glass and a total
1120 feet of metal rods, this installation
softly lights the space while adding a dash
of industrial beauty.
lasvit.com

lasvit.com
Lasvit Projects

Fairmont San JOSÉ

Four Seasons Chicago

Designed by LASVIT / Rottet Los Angeles

Lasvit Projects

The interiors of the Four Seasons
Chicago are lit up by beautiful tangles
of light. These knots of stainless steel
and polished bronze stand poised on
the  cutting edge of contemporary lighting
design. LASVIT knows that in both life
and business sometimes the best way
forward is through – cut the Gordian
knot, just see what happens!
lasvit.com

lasvit.com
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Four Seasons Chicago

Peak Restaurant and Events New York City

Designed by LASVIT / Rockwell Group

Lasvit Projects

Can some people really read NYC like
an open book? Peak Restaurant and
Events space at Hudson Yards provides
the perfect vantage point for seeing
the  city’s gridded avenues and streets,
and LASVIT has provided the perfect chic
for  such literate ambiance with our subtle
pendants of fine glass. What message
do you see in this lighted crossword?
lasvit.com

Metropolis Los Angeles

Designed by LASVIT / BAMO

Lasvit Projects

Metropolis LA is an oasis in the heart
of  downtown Los Angeles and LASVIT’s
installation plunges residents and visitors
under its calm waters. The iris-colored
glass bubbles which hang from the
lobby’s ceiling let one dive under
the  surface without ever getting their
feet wet. The individual bubbles are lit up
by 248 diodes which cast an aquatic light.
lasvit.com

Independent Bank Headquarters McKinney

Designed by LASVIT / Smith Group Dallas

Lasvit Projects

LASVIT designer Jana Růžičková thought
hard about what installation might best
represent a successful bank, and then
inspiration hit her like a brick – a golden
brick! This heavy rain of 197 hand-blown
glass bricks is lit by mounted LED lights.
Some components are clear, while others
have a golden finish. LASVIT has riled the
perfect storm for a bank HQ.
lasvit.com

Hall Arts Hotel Dallas

Designed by LASVIT / Bentel & Bentel Architects

Lasvit Projects

Want to experience a true autumn in
Dallas, no matter the season? In Hall  Arts
Hotel, the wind plays with more than
500  colorful leaves all year long. This
poetic atmosphere of leaves basking
in a setting sun is further enhanced by
LASVIT’s other bespoke installation –
the  Bird’s Nest symbolizing the warmth
of home and providing refuge from
the  world outside.
lasvit.com

Conrad Miami

Designed by LASVIT / Champalimaud Design

Lasvit Projects

As you enjoy a moment of gastronomic
delight in the lobby restaurant of Conrad
Miami Hotel, look up! A lighting machine
of industrial proportions lumbers
overhead, but there’s no need for smoke
and mirrors here – thanks to LASVIT’s
unique pendant system, the entire
structure lightly levitates in the space.
lasvit.com

25 Park Row New York City

Designed by LASVIT / Cookfox Architects

Lasvit Projects

Have you ever wished to dive deep into
the ocean and watch beautiful marine
creatures dancing serenely to the
rhythm of the sea currents? In 25 Park
Road Residence, we made part of this
adventure a reality while letting you walk
dry-shod. Let yourself be mesmerized
by  the mysterious aquatic motion!
lasvit.com

THE MANSION LONDON

Designed by LASVIT / Clivedale Ventures Limited

Lasvit Projects

Leaves need light for photosynthesis,
and people too need light to recharge.
LASVIT’s installation takes The Mansion’s
symbol of the leaf and suspends it in
a canopy of clear, amber, brown and
gold leaves lighted by integrated LED
light sources. Look closely, and you can
see their veins pulsing with the hidden
energy of fine craftsmanship.
lasvit.com

SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR Cruiseship

Designed by LASVIT / Tillberg Design of Sweden

Lasvit Projects

The Seven Seas Splendor is a floating
symbol of luxury and fine taste, filled
with curated collections of museumquality art from the 20th and 21st
century. LASVIT’s crystal lighting shines
among collector gems, such as works by
Pablo Picasso or the magical Joan Miró.
Fine art on the high seas can now be seen
in a totally different light.
lasvit.com

LASVIT Headquarters Nový Bor

Designed by LASVIT / OV-A Architects

Lasvit Projects

Two hundred years ago, the two timbered
houses at Palackého square in Nový Bor
were the home of glass workers. LASVIT
renovated these historical houses and
in 2019 made them its headquarters.
The whole compound also features two
modern, newly-built buildings –  the  Black
house and the Glass house –  which are
a metaphor for darkness and light.
lasvit.com

LASVIT ICONS

Herbarium Icon / There are nine options for you to choose from ranging from delicate to impressive.

Over the years, we have
created and developed
several signature designs
which deserve to shine all
around the world. To  spread
this inspiration into private
homes, we fitted them into
several ready-to-order
standardizations.

Cipher Icon / You can choose clear or sandblasted glass and combine a variety of glass elements together to achieve
your own final shape accented with the metal finish that is best fit for the space you are designing.

Dancing Leaves Icon / There are nine compositions fitting
any space or interior design style.

This curated selection
of  five iconic designs is an
affordable solution suited
for any private residence.
Allow us to introduce
LASVIT  ICONS.

Midsummer Icon / There are three modules in two color
options that you can combine to create a spectrum of looks.

#LasvitIcons

lasvit.com

Lasvit Icons

Alice Icon / Now the ICON can be dressed in several
colours and comes in three sizes to fit any interior.

LASVIT ICONS

Cipher Icon / Star

CIPHER ICON

Cipher Collection

Lasvit Icons

Do you remember modular
games? When you were
taking bricks out of the box
and putting them together
to create something new?
Cipher ICON gives you the
option to write your own
design statement in glass –
to cipher-ize the space.

Cipher Icon for Two Waterline Square New York City
Designed by Yabu Pushelberg

lasvit.com

LASVIT ICONS

Dancing Leaves / Round

Alice / Dia 1500

DANCING LEAVES ICON

ALICE ICON

Nature has always been
difficult to grasp. Catch
the  wind, stop the rain, halt
the setting sun – these
are impossible feats. Glass
enables us to balance
between the movements
of  nature and state-of-theart design. With Dancing
Leaves, you can watch the
eternal spin of  flawless wind
right in the comfort of your
home.

Since ancient times, flowers
symbolized peace and love,
values as fragile as glass.
Alice is just such a perfect
blossom – fragile, original
and unique, it lights up
any interior with a warm
and compassionate glow.
Now we are bringing these
flowers to the table so that
homes might blossom with
visually fragrant glass.

Alice / Dia 1000

Designed by Luděk Hroch

Designed by Petra Krausová

Lasvit Icons

Dancing Leaves / Cone

LASVIT ICONS

Midsummer / 1 × Oval + 1 × Circle S

MIDSUMMER ICON

Midsummer / 6 × Oval + 2 × Circle L

Designed by Lasvit / Jana Růžičková & Yabu Pushelberg

Lasvit Icons

Midsummer is a symbiosis
of metal and glass. The  final
piece is a fine jewel for
any house. The installation
is made of free-blown
glass which allows for
various options and custom
processing. The individual
components are plated
with multi-colored metals,
adding a range of diversity
to an already complex form.

Midsummer / 1 × Oval + 1 × Circle L
lasvit.com

LASVIT ICONS

Herbarium / Living room small

HERBARIUM ICON
We wanted to get a piece
of the landscape into our
clients’ living rooms around
the world and to let everyone
preserve their very own
family tree in fine glass.
LASVIT is able to cast any
plants in glass – from family
trees, to favorite flowers –
and make everyone their very
own and personal Herbarium.

Lasvit Icons

Herbarium / Living room large

Herbarium / Staircase
Designed by Lasvit Team

lasvit.com

COLLECTION NOVELTIES
SPACEY
It's said that a sphere is
the  most perfect shape in
the Universe. The variability
and immeasurable
beauty of the Universe is
captured in  Spacey thanks
to a special technique
called lithyalin. It looks
like gemstone, yet it
is actually glass. This
technique was invented
in  Northern Bohemia more
than 200  years ago and
has now been resurrected
in the same region
by  a Czech  designer.

Spacey Pendant Supermoon
CL094PA
Dia 350 × H 723 mm + L
Dia 13 3/4“ × H 28 7/16“ + L
Weight / 7,5 kg / 16,53 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
470 × 1000 × 500 mm
18 1/2“ × 39 3/8“ × 19 11/16“
Spacey Pendant Eclipse
CL094PB
Dia 300 × H 700 mm + L
Dia 11 13/16“ × H 27 9/16“ + L
Weight / 5,5 kg / 12,13 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
470 × 1000 × 500 mm
18 1/2“ × 39 3/8“ × 19 11/16“
Primary Material / Lythialin
Surface Finish of Metal Parts /
Lacquered Black Matt

Designed by Lukáš Novák

Extravagance can be
eye-catching, but beauty
is often found in simplicity.
Press Iced is created out
of hand-blown glass tubes
that are pressed as though
they have been pinched.
The special “iced” surface
is created by the interaction
of two vital ingredients –
water and wood. The glass
is twice heated and twice
cooled in simple saw-dust.
Press Iced is an upgraded
design of the Press Lamp.

Press Iced / Pendant
CL006PB
Dia 90 × H 450 mm + L
Dia 3 9/16“ × H 17 3/4“ + L
Weight / 2 kg / 4,4 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
135 × 135 × 603 mm
5 5/16“ × 5 5/16“ × 23 3/4“
Press Iced / Floor Lamp Small /
CL006FC
Dia 140 × H 460 mm
Dia 5 1/2“ × H 18,1“
Weight / 4 kg / 8,8 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
250 × 250 × 520 mm
9 13/16“ × 9 13/16“ × 20 1/2“
Primary Material / Hand blown glass
Color / Clear & Iced
Surface Finish of Metal Parts /
Lacquered White Glossy

Designed by Nendo

Lasvit Collections

PRESS ICED

COLLECTION NOVELTIES

Volcanoes are the best
representative of the fire
element on Earth. And
what other material would
better reflect this element
than glass, which is born
of fire as well? The glass
is blown into the form of
a special texture which
resembles the surface
of the landscape around
volcanoes where lava cools
down and hardens. The
lighting plays counterpoint
to Velčovský's previous
lighting collection - Frozen.
While Frozen was inspired
by ice and its myriad
sculptures, the Volcano
is inspired by the many
shapes of fire.

Globe Metro
Colored tiles with a hemisphere
in their center were the initial
inspiration for the Globe Metro
chandelier. These tiles were
created in the 70’s for Prague’s
metro and Cyril Dunděra,
who lives in Prague, had the
image of them in mind when
he started to think about the
lighting. “The tiles in the metro
were always a great example
of applied art for me. They
look great, can shatter sound,
and even distinguish each
station by their color,” explains
the designer.
Designed by Cyril Dunděra

Globe Metro
CL092PA
Dia 400 × H 485 mm + L
Dia 15 3/4“ × H 19 1/8“ + L
Weight / 3,5 kg / 7,72 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
600× 500 × 500 mm
23 5/8“ x 19 11/16“ × 19 11/16“
Primary Material / Technical Glass
Color / Iris, Rainbow Blue
Surface Finish of Metal Parts /
Polished Stainless Steel

Volcano
CL095PA
Dia 430 × H 510 mm + L
Dia 16 15/16“ × H 20 1/16“ + L
Weight / 6 kg / 13,23 lb
Packed Product Measurements /
830× 600 × 600 mm
32 11/16“ x 23 5/8“ × 23 5/8“
Primary Material / Hand Blown Glass
Color / Clear, Smoke

Designed by Maxim Velčovský

Lasvit Collections

VOLCANO

lasvit Atelier
The LASVIT Atelier is
a unique place where people
with a passion for beautiful
works of  glass have an
opportunity to  engage, learn
and purchase.
The Atelier offers not
only a wide range of
design lighting collections
and glassware, but also
an  option to create
a custom piece.
Anyone with a passion for
glass, design and beautiful
craftsmanship is welcome!

51 Wooster street
New York NY 10013
T +1 212 219 3043
Open: Monday through Friday
10 am – 6 pm

lasvit.com
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Designed
and manufactured
with pride in
the Czech Republic.
lasvit.com

